At Camp Harbor View, a thousand kids build relationships, explore possibilities and challenge limits in our programs each year. A vibrant, diverse community is at the heart of our mission and together we are making a meaningful difference in the lives of the youth and families we serve.

Over the past 14 years, we’ve grown and evolved, strengthening our programs and deepening our impact. Now, we have a responsibility to look toward the future and to ensure the opportunities afforded to today’s campers are available to Boston youth for years to come. We hope you will join us in our continued commitment to work toward a more equitable future for Boston.

Jack Connors, Jr.
CHAIRMAN
Camp Harbor View answers a demonstrated need for underserved youth at a critical time in their lives. We believe opportunity makes all the difference. With meaningful investment in our youth, together we will build a stronger future for Boston.
It All Begins at Camp

In 2019, we welcomed nearly 1000 young people to Long Island in Boston Harbor. Over the course of two months, campers spent their summer days swimming, biking, fishing, dancing, sailing, rock climbing and more. With the chance to try new activities, make new friends and set new goals, campers have the opportunity to challenge themselves in varied ways in a safe, comfortable, supportive environment. Beyond typical summer camp activities, youth also have access to round-trip transportation, breakfast, lunch and dinner every day, free dental and vision screenings, full-time onsite clinical social workers, career exploration, and experiential learning opportunities.

PROGRAMS
Pathways to Success

About Summer Camp

Founded in 2007 as a summer camp for underserved youth in Boston, Camp Harbor View is perhaps best known for the signature summer program. Young people join the community as campers entering middle school and, for four weeks each summer, kids have the opportunity to be kids. Building confidence, unlocking creativity and broadening their horizons, participants experience full days of summer fun on Long Island in Boston Harbor. Before long, the once timid campers are maturing into young adults, approaching high school, and eligible to continue on into the Camp Harbor View Leadership Academy.
A Day on the Island

8:00am

On Our Way
The ferry sets off across Boston Harbor bound for Long Island, about a 30-minute journey.

8:10am

Good Morning Campers
Each summer morning 450 campers, 125 Leaders in Training and 100 staff arrive in the Seaport on 14 buses from neighborhoods across the city.

8:40am

Island Arrival
Arriving on island, it’s hard not to notice the peace and quiet. It’s 5 miles yet a world away from the hectic and noisy streets of Boston.

9:05am

Always on the Move
Throughout the day, campers rotate through 5 different program areas including Sports and Fitness which keeps kids active and energized.

9:30am

9:30am
Active in Aquatics
The pool is lively all day long. With swim lessons for all levels, there is an opportunity for everyone to jump in.

Knowledge is Power
How do you make ice cream? Grow fruits & vegetables? Catch a fish? Campers are always learning something new in KIP.

Creativity is Key
Campers are given a chance to explore music, performance art, visual art and more over the course of the summer session.

Time to Eat
And dance. And sing. At lunchtime, the Great Hall is alive with activity, showcasing the camp culture and community. Campers eat 3 meals a day in the program with breakfast and dinner served on the ferry.
Packing Up
Camp days pass by in a blink and soon it's time to pack up — don't want to be late for the boat!

Building Confidence
Whether it be on the challenge course or a sailboat, the Leadership program area is an opportunity for campers to build confidence, problem solve and...
Camp Harbor View is a part of the heart and soul of the city of Boston. The impact is amazing and the effect ripples to other kids in the community.

- MAYOR MARTY WALSH
Growing the Leadership Academy

The Leadership Academy is an opportunity to both strengthen meaningful relationships and provide necessary support. With newly structured school year programs completing their first cycle in early 2019, the Leadership Academy offered greater opportunities to engage youth we serve individually and in group settings. Building on the Academy’s pilot year, we expanded our South End program space by 6000 square feet in the fall of 2019 and enrolled over 150 young people in school-year pathway programs. From exploring potential career pathways to managing college applications, the youth we serve have access and exposure to learning opportunities in a supportive, comfortable environment. In 2019, the Leadership Academy had over 350 program hours of mentorship, exploration and community.

About the Leadership Academy

The Leadership Academy is dedicated to leadership development for young people in grades 9 through 12 with programs focused on navigating high school, exploring post-secondary opportunities and developing critical life skills in preparation for future challenges. Consisting of the RISE and Leader in Training programs, all Leadership Academy participants have access to one-on-one support and grade-based weeknight programs and monthly Saturday workshops throughout the school year.
We developed the RISE program as a means to provide continuous support from the time youth enter Camp Harbor View as 6th grade campers until they graduate as 12th grade LITs. With an intentionally broad curriculum, RISE is an opportunity for 9th graders to think critically, set goals and build community. RISE completed its first program year in the spring of 2019. In the fall, the program expanded to a second weeknight, ensuring equal, quality content for all participants.

Darren

The sense of community in RISE is strong. My biggest takeaway so far is the idea of self-awareness — who I am now and who I want to become.

- Darren, 9th Grade

About RISE Program

As campers age out of summer camp entering 9th grade, they are encouraged to join the RISE program and stay with Camp Harbor View as they transition into high school. Open to all youth who previously attended camp, RISE, which stands for Realizing Interests through Support and Exploration, acts as a bridge between their last summer of camp and the following summer when they’re eligible to join the Leader in Training program.
10th Grade

Career Exploration

Following the RISE program, rising 10th graders have the opportunity to apply for the Leader in Training (LIT) program. As new LITs, participants work at camp during the summer, embedded in camper groups to assist and support summer staff. Then come fall, they continue with weekly Leadership Academy programs. The 10th grade cohort focuses on career pathways, exploring different fields and professions each month of the school year.

It’s changed my perspective. There are so many things you can do with your life. Anything is possible if you are yourself.

- NANDIE, 10th Grade

About LIT Program
Our three-year Leader in Training program is a stipended, year-round commitment for individuals in grades 10-12. Progressing through the program, each cohort’s content is customized by grade level with individualized social and emotional support and mentorship a constant throughout. During the school year, young people participate in life-skill focused content, learning about various career pathways, financial literacy, civic engagement and job readiness. During the summer, LITs are afforded a summer job at camp, acting as junior camp counselors and mentors to campers.

- NANDIE, 10th Grade
11th Grade

Preparation & Planning

Building on the thematically structured first year of the LIT program, the 11th grade cohort is varied and individualized. Rising 11th graders play a facilitating role at camp, providing support across the five program areas and helping to lead campers through a variety of activities. The school-year programs put emphasis on mentorship, forming and developing a post-secondary plan with each participant based on their individual needs and interests.

It’s comforting to know there isn’t just one correct path. There are choices after high school.

- CHIKA, 11th Grade
In the final year of the LIT program, 12th graders are encouraged to use their individual strengths and skills to meet the needs of campers and the larger community during the summer. During the school year, the 12th grade cohort looks toward the future with college and scholarship applications top of mind along with content on financial literacy basics, resume writing and job readiness skill development.

Camp Harbor View gave me confidence. My main takeaway is to always surround yourself with quality people. I’ve found a home here.

- BRANDAN, 12TH GRADE
Deepening our Impact with Youth and Families

This year we continued to build Youth and Family Support initiatives in an effort to meet the needs of Camp Harbor View families. From financial literacy and planning for college to food assistance and holiday support, the team offers continuous engagement and learning opportunities and coordinated resources for youth and families during the summer and throughout the year.

About Support Initiatives

At the Leadership Academy and Summer Camp, all youth have continued access to a team of social workers who assist with a range of social and emotional needs. Along with individualized support and counselling, we partner with organizations throughout the city of Boston to offer educational group programs as well as referral resources for youth in our programs and their parents.
2019 Impact by the Numbers

- **68** program partners
- **108** family resource referrals
- **250** Thanksgiving turkeys
- **478** volunteers
- **44** scholarship recipients
A recent study from the Institute for Child, Youth and Family Policy at Brandeis University concluded that when it comes to children’s prospects in life, the neighborhoods where they grow up matter a lot. Schools, safety, access to healthy food and places to play are all things that help to shape their futures.

At Camp Harbor View, our daily mission is to compensate for what might be missing in the neighborhoods where our campers live, and by so doing, create meaningful opportunities for Boston’s youth. At our summer camp, we encourage campers to discover new talents, friendships and moments of joy. When the school year begins, the focus turns to the teens who attend our Leadership Academy, where they have the opportunity to be mentored by supportive adults and to explore future academic and career pathways.

Our goal is to create a sense of community and belonging amongst the youth we serve (and their families) in order to make a measurable difference in their collective future. Our investment in the youth of our city is a catalyst for future opportunity and economic success for our young people, and we are very appreciative of your support.

Sharon McNally
PRESIDENT

Lisa Fortenberry
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
EVENTS
Celebrating Camp Harbor View 365

Beach Ball

Citython
The Beach Ball is a highlight of the Camp Harbor View calendar each year and 2019 was no exception. On June 8th, over 850 guests filled The Warehouse at Flynn Cruiseport Boston in celebration and support of Camp Harbor View. Mayor Marty Walsh & Governor Charlie Baker kicked off the evening, followed by Camp Harbor View co-founder Jack Connors. Guests then enjoyed dinner and dancing after hearing of the personal impact year-round structure and support had on Kelsy, a 10th grade participant, with her mentor, Danah Blake, a youth worker in the Leader in Training program, by her side. Bryan Rafanelli, a member of Camp Harbor View’s Board of Directors, and his team at Rafanelli Events produced yet another inspiring event, emphasizing the growth and development of the year-round programs by celebrating 365 days of Camp Harbor View.
Some Beach Ball Moments

Co-Chairs
Jack Connors, Jr.
CONNORS FAMILY OFFICE
Tim Ferris
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL PHYSICIANS ORGANIZATION
Sonja Kelly
THE KELLY FAMILY FOUNDATION
Joe Nolan
EVERSOURCE ENERGY

Dinner Committee
Jeff Bellows
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MASSACHUSETTS
Chris Boland
BOATHOUSE GROUP
David Bresnahan
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY SPECIALTY INSURANCE
Lori Cashman
VICTRESS CAPITAL
John Cook
UBS FINANCIAL SERVICES
John Farina
PWC
Jim Gallagher
MANULIFE | JOHN HANCOCK
Dave Hoffmann
DUNKIN' BRANDS
Patricia Jacobs
AT&T NEW ENGLAND
Ian Loring
BAIN CAPITAL
Marion Martignetti
Skip McKee
BRAND THINK
Brian Mulvey
MINOT WEALTH INVESTMENT
John Navien
NAVIEN FINANCIAL
Meg Reynolds
WESTWOOD GLOBAL INVESTMENT
Fred Seigel
BEACON CAPITAL PARTNERS
Jill Shah
SHAH FAMILY FOUNDATION
As the African proverb says, it takes a village to raise a child and Camp Harbor View has been a part of that village for our son and many others.

- JANA MILTON, PARENT
Citython

On November 16th, a record 938 runners coursed through 3.1 miles of Boston streets on a frigid Saturday morning for the 4th annual Citython 5k road race. Mayor Marty Walsh and Camp Harbor View co-founder Jack Connors kicked off the race on the Boston Common, before sending runners off through the neighborhoods of Back Bay and Kenmore. The twenty-degree temperatures didn't stop participants from toasting their race with emcee Jenny Johnson and Craft Brewers Guild selection of beverages during the post-race celebration. Presenting sponsors Income Research + Management and the Sheehan Family Companies raised the 2019 event to a new level, highlighting the opportunity Camp Harbor View programs provide Boston youth and their families throughout the year.

LEARN MORE ABOUT CITYTHON
Some Citython Moments
Board Of Directors

Jack Connors, Jr.,
Chairman
CONNORS FAMILY OFFICE

Lori Cashman
VIC TRESS CAPITAL

Abe Ceesay
TIBURIO THERAPEUTICS

John Connors, III
BOATHOUSE GROUP

Darren Donovan
KPMG

Matt Fishman
PARTNERS HEALTHCARE

David Hoffmann
DUNKIN' BRANDS

Melissa Weiner Janfaza

Sonja Kelly
THE KELLY FAMILY FOUNDATION

Sam Kennedy
BOSTON RED SOX

Josh Kraft
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF BOSTON

Sharon McNally, President
CAMP HARBOR VIEW

Joseph R. Nolan, Jr.
EVERSOURCE ENERGY

Bill O’Malley
INCOME RESEARCH + MANAGEMENT

Bryan Rafanelli
RAFANELLI EVENTS

Girard R. Sargent
CITIZENS BANK

Fred Seigel
BEACON CAPITAL PARTNERS

Orlando C. Watkins
THE BOSTON FOUNDATION

Davis Weinstock
CITIZENS BANK

Advisory Council

Jeff Bellows
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD

Cathleen Connors
JP MORGAN

John Corcoran
COLDWELL BANKER

Tom Crohan
JOHN HANCOCK

Meredith DeWitt
MEREDITH J. DEWITT CONSULTING

Peter Farrington
UBS

Tim Galvin
PARTNERS HEALTHCARE

Balaji Gandhi
PHREESIA

Pat Glynn
NEW MARK KNIGHT FRANK

Kerry Harrison
CITIZENS BANK

Sarah Hood
BOSTON COLLEGE

Jeff Hubbard
PWC

Jenny Johnson
NESN

Kristin Keating
ERNST & YOUNG

Kanna Kunchala
CITY YEAR

Neil McCullagh
BOSTON COLLEGE

David McGrath
INDIGO AG

Rick Musiol
NEW ENGLAND AQUARIUM

Michaela McMahon
POPEO

Graham Shalgian
RASKY BAERLEIN

Supporters

Champions of Our Mission
At Camp Harbor View, the programs and services we offer depend on the generous support of donors. Your investment in Camp Harbor View is a direct investment in the youth we serve — the future of Boston. Thank you for believing in our mission. Because of you, Camp Harbor View is possible.
The following is a list of donors who have made generous commitments in support of Camp Harbor View.

**2019 DONATIONS & PLEDGE PAYMENTS**

Includes outright gifts & event sponsorships made in 2019 as well as payments towards multi-year commitments.

### $100,000 & ABOVE

- Anonymous
- AT&T
- Michelle & Robert Atchinson
- Bank of America
- Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts
- The Boston Foundation
- Stephanie & John Connaughton
- Craft Brewers Guild, a Sheehan Family Company
- Encore Boston Harbor
- Eversource Energy
- Phil & Liz Gross
- Highland Street Foundation
- HubSpot | Brian Halligan
- James G. Martin Memorial Trust
- John Hancock Financial
- The Kelly Family Foundation
- Michele & Howard Kessler, Kessler Family Foundation
- L. Knife & Son, the Sheehan Family Companies
- Massachusetts General Hospital
- Bill & Sue O'Malley
- Partners HealthCare
- PwC
- Margaret Reynolds & William J. McKee, Jr.
- Cathy & Rick Roche
- Elaine Schuster
- Donna & Fred Seigel
- Shah Family Foundation
- Kathy & Jack Shields
- Tom & Patrice Shields
- Suffolk Cares, Inc.
- Vertex
- Roberta and Stephen R. Weiner Family Foundation: Melissa Weiner Janfaza & Andrew Janfaza, Rita & Adam J. Weiner

### $25,000 - $49,999

- Anonymous
- Avangrid Foundation, Inc.
- Tammy & Steve Barry
- Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance
- Blueroc, LLC
- Boathouse Group, Inc.
- The Boston Red Sox
- Boston Scientific
- The Cashman Family Charitable Fund
- Chestnut Securities, Inc.
- Frederick H. Chicos
- Collatos Family Foundation
- Mr. & Mrs. Brian & Karen Conway
- Jane & Brian Crowley
- CVS Health
- Darren & Carrie Donovan
- Michael Eisenson
- Lora & Chuck Farkas
- Feeney Brothers Excavation, LLC
- Fidelity Management Trust Company
- First Republic Bank
- Fred Salvucci Corporation
- G. Greene Construction
- The Geraghty Family
- Rita & Kevin Gill
- Giving | Grousbeck Fazzalari
- Richard Grande
- The Hassenfeld Family Foundation
- Jay & Linda Hooley
- Putnam Investments
- Laura & Bob Reynolds
- Maureen & Michael Sheehan
- Charlotte & Herbert S. Wagner III
- Yawkey Foundation

### $50,000 - $99,999

- Anonymous
- Kirsten & Joe Almeida
- The Baupost Group, LLC
- Brigham & Women's Hospital
- Tracy & D. Scott Brown
- Herb Chambers
- Citizens Bank
- Dunkin' Brands
- Sandy & Paul Edgerley
- David & Nina Falikow
- Hill Holliday
- Joseph E. & Rosemarie Corcoran Family Charitable Foundation
- Albert & Diane Kaneb
- Nancy & Rick Kelleher
- Beth S. & Seth A. Klarman
- Jeannie & Jonathan Lavine
- Linde Family Foundation
- Carl J Martignetti
- Massachusetts Department of Transportation
- MGM Resorts International
- The Middlesex Corporation
- Northern Tree Service, Inc.

### $10,000 - $24,999

- Anonymous
- American Ireland Fund
- Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
- Baker Committee
- Boston Bruins Charitable Foundation, Inc.
- Lisa & James Boylan
- David Bresnan
- Jacqui & Wayne Budd
- The Carleton Family Foundation
- Charles River Realty Investors
- Ann Marie & Richard Connolly
- Leo Corcoran
- Kerrie & Jimmy Coughlin
- Kathryn & Daniel Croteau
- Cushman & Wakefield
- Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
- Ellen & Steven Davis
- Elephant Hospital
- Friends of the Boston Bruins Foundation
- Friends of the Boston Red Sox Foundation
- Forest Foundation
- Ellen R. Gordon
- Rosemary Grande & Alphonse Antonitis
- Maureen & John Haller
- The Hamilton Company Charitable Foundation
- Margaret Rehabilitation Network
- Margaret & Richard Syron
- Jean C. Tempel
- The TJX Companies, Inc.
- The UMass Foundation
- Richard C. Walsh
- Elizabeth & Davis Weinstock II
- Werner Family Foundation
- The Yawkey Foundation

2019 Donor List
Hasbro Children’s Fund
Blair & Jacqueline Hendrix
The Herbert & Neil Singer Foundation, Inc.
Heather & David Hoffmann
Tracee & John Hynes
J Crayton Pruitt Foundation
Michael Jellinek, MD
Jane & Mike Joyce
Tom Kelly
Amanda & Sam Kennedy
Luke LaValle
Lovett-Woodsum Foundation
Macy’s
Kathy & Peter Markell
Jeffrey Markley
Marty Meehan Educational Foundation
MassMutual Financial Group
Tom & Donna May
Amy McCarthy & Drew Carlson
Kathleen M. McGillycuddy & Ronald E. Logue
McLean Hospital
Jack Meyer
Paul & Sandra Montrone | Perspecta Trust
The Morningside Foundation
Suzanne & Terrence Murray
NEL General Contracting
The New England Council
Ted Norberg
Deborah & Joseph Norberg
The Norman Knight Charitable Foundation
One8 Foundation
Erica & Ted Pappendick
Rosemary & Jim Phalen
Polar Beverages
Dorothy & John Remondi
Kathy & Jerry Sargent
Kerry & Jeremy Sclar
Margaret Sheehan
Peter Smyth
Sperling Family Charitable Foundation
State Street Corporation
Patrick & Aja Stokes, Stokes Family Charitable Fund of the St. Louis Community Foundation
Kerry & Brendan Swords
TRO Consulting, LLC
Maureen & Joseph Tucci
UBS Financial Services
Verizon Foundation
Anne & James Ward
Kristin & Tobias Welo
Whale Rock Capital Management
Michael Zinner, MD
$5,000 - $9,999
The A.M. Fund
Nancy Adams & Scott Schoen
Anchor Line Partners
Max & Beth Bardeen
Marylou Batt & Thomas P. Glynn III
Kerri & Chuck Bean
Cynthia & Ted Berenson
Danielle & Brian Black
Boger Family Foundation
John Boyle
Nancy Brinker
Stephen & Susan Burbage
Ben Butcher
John Butterworth
Century Bank & Trust Company
Nancie & Micael Chamberlain
Gloria & Charles Clough
Connell Limited Partnership
Paul Dacier
Wayne Clifford Davis
Kristen Delay
Robert DeLeo, Speaker of the House
Delta Dental of Massachusetts
Ernst & Young, LLP
Timothy G. Ferris, MD
Goldman Sachs
Art & Vida Goldstein
Tina & Charles Grant
Ann & John Hall
Michael & Monique Harrington
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care
Neena, Joe, Olivia, & James Hassell
Nicole & Thomas Hynes, Jr.
Insurance Industry Charitable Foundation
Jane & Marc Watson
John C. & Eunice B. Morrison Charitable Foundation
John H. Dix Trust
Andrea & Henry Kara, Kara Family Foundation
Mike Kennealy
Anne Klubanski
Elin & Joseph Lamb III
LAN-TEL Communications, Inc.
Kevin Leary & Mary Kelleher
Brian Leetch
Persis Levy
Lifespan
Chuck & Susie Longfield
Mrs. Anita & Dr. Joseph Loscalzo
Amanda & Andrew Mahler
Shawn Martin
Massachusetts General Cancer Center
Ellen & Bill Meagher Jr.
Mike & Ginger Milbury
Robin Monleon
Patrick & Maureen Murphy
Catherine & Barry Nearhos
Optum
David Perry
Matthew Power
Dorothy Puhy
Mr. & Mrs. George Putnam, III
Bryan Rafanelli
Michael J. Schelzi
Ms. Susan Martinelli Shea
Deri Shtasel, MD & Gary Gottlieb, MD
Richard Silverman
Rosalyn & Richard Slika
Ann Marie & Bill Teuber
Anne & Raimund Vanderweil
Amy & John Wendell
Stephen & Taylor West
Sophie Westover
Michael Wholey
The Wilkinson Companies
Dean Michelle Williams
Brian Wilson
$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Mary Jo Adams & John Sasso
Whitney Andresen
Christian Athanasoulas
Barbara & George Beal
Boston Realty Advisors
Cherie L. Myatt & Michal Brazis
Daniel & Lisa Brennan
Peter Brown
Gerald Butterworth
John Capone
Conor Chamberlain
Kathy & Mike Costello
Ellen Cunningham
Judith & Robert Del Col
DentaQuest
John & Kathy Drew
Eastern Bank
Peter Farrington
Matthew Fishman
Greenwich Academy
Sandi & Thomas Hoy
Constance & Robert Hunter
Mr. & Mrs. Edmund Ingalls, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Michael R. Jaff
The Janey Fund Charitable Trust
Colleen & John Kyrios
Hilary Maddox
The Honorable Edward J. Markey & Susan Blumenthal, MD
Lewy Martin
Kim & Dean McCausland
James McDonough
Sharon & Brian McNally
MGH Institute of Health Professionals
George Montillo
Betsy & Gary Nabel
Shep & Lisa Perkins
Lieutenant Governor Karyn Polito
Eileen Shapiro & Reuben Eaves
Gilda Slika
Mr. & Mrs. George & John Sommers, Jr.
Regina Sullivan
Travaglini Eisenberg Kiley, LLC
Barbara & Ron Walls
Anthony & Bertie Woeltz
$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous
$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous
AA Penta Corporation
Adage Capital Management
Leonard & Rita Adelson
Justin Bales
Tracy & Lucy Batchelor
The Bay State Federal Savings Charitable Foundation
Bonnie Blanchfield
Michael Brazel
Troyen Brennan
Kathryn Bueker
Paul Bussiere
Robert & Margaret Calloway
Tom Carey
Carrie Casciani
Michael Casey
Scott Cheyne
John Corcoran
David L. Corcoran
William J. Cotter & Family
Thomas & Margaret Crowley
Cumberland Farms, Inc.
Cummings Foundation
Cummings Properties
Richard & Dianne Dana
David & Patricia Maddox Family Fund
Demarest Lloyd, Jr. Foundation
Brian Dempsey
Jonathan Dick
Katherine Dietz
Joseph Digangi
Edward T & Anne T Dolan
E3i Engineers
John P Fisher
Stephen & Karen Fox
Kristin Francisco
Weezie & Bink Garrison
Patrick & Janice Glynn
Jamie Goldstein
Sylvia Hammer
Amy & Bob Hardcastle
John Harvey
Kathi & Bill Heater
Kurt Hiler
Kemp & Tom Hill
Jane C. Hovey
Robert & Cell Jacobs
Katherine Jaspion
Susanne & John Joyce
Mark S. Joyce
Dr. Jim Kaplan
Kristin Keating
Patrick Kent
Joe & Jane Kringdon
Robert & Kimberly Kump
Jill & Kanna Kunchala
Erin & Matthew Lane
Jo & Jane Kringdon
Robert & Kimberly Kump
Jill & Kanna Kunchala
Erin & Matthew Lane
Dr. Jodi Larson
Ian Leaman
Mary & Arthur Lewis
Sheldon Lloyd
Eileen Martin
Neil & Nancy McLaughlin
David McNeil
Marion Meenan
Jo Frances Meyer
MJA Construction Services, Inc.
Gerard T. Morris
Northeastern Mechanical
Femi Obi
Harry Ostrander
Arthur Page
Jennifer & Patrick Petrillo
Potomac Capital Advisors, Inc.
Ms. Candace A. Race
Dane Rasmussen & Mike Leslie
Barbara & Frank Resnek
Richard K. Lubin Family Foundation
Rick & Heather Schuwerk
Janet & Randall Seidl
Andrew & Tamara Shape
Bob and Jean Sheridan Family Fund
Fredi & Jack Shonkoff
Allen Smith
Lisa Strobel
Bill Sutherland
Peter Sykes
Titan Roofing, Inc.
Anthony Tivnan
Lori Trahan
United Way of Massachusetts Bay & Merrimack Valley
Elise & Neil Wallace
Kim & Douglas Wendell
Ross & Gina Wilcox
Williamson & Associates, Inc.
**$500-$999**
Anonymous
Eric Baldwin
Ben & Kate Taylor Foundation
Isabelle Bensimon
Jane Bindley
Julie Bonenfant
Gerard Boyle
Nancy Broderick
Leigh Brown
Jeffrey Brown
Jean & Larry Bruffee
Robin & David Butler
Jenny & Jack Callahan
Keith Carlson
Maryann Carroll
Chris Clair
Matthew Conway
Dr. William Curry
Gerard Doherty
Dennis Farrington
Cornel J. Faucher & Mary Beth Rooney
Jo & Greg Fisher
Chris Floyd
Ken Foraste
Eileen & John Fox
Martin Freedland
Balaji Gandhi
John Goose
Harry & Jane Gould
George F. Grant
George F. Grant, Jr.
Leslie King & Bart Grenier
Andrew Gully
Daniel Haber, MD
Patty Healy
Adam Hennessey
Christian Hoffman
Chris Jaynes
Paula Johnson, MD
Matt Kelly
Lee Kennedy
Collette King
Brian LaMattina
Paul & Betsy LeBlanc
Carolyn Lemone
Chloe Mansour
Vanessa Martin
Gail & Neil McCullagh
Matt McKnight
Lisa N. Mingolla
Erik Molinaro
Brett Moss
Cynthia & Mitchell Neider
Nicole Hogarty Designs
Melanie & Jon Olinto
Justin Oliver
Phresia Inc
Steve Popeo & Michaela McMahon Popeo
Donna & Tom Quirk
Eric Richard
Kathleen Riley
Pasquale & Frances Russoillo
Ben Sayles
Judith P. & S. Lawrence Schlager
Catherine & Robert Schneider
Stacy Segall
JD Sherman
Judith Sizer
Jeff Spruill
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Sullivan
Brooke & Kevin Thurston
Samuel B. Tingley, Jr.
David Tobin
Marina White-Hammond
Debbie Williams
Marianne & Bob Wilson
Katie Wolf, MD & Marshall Wolf, MD
Henry Wu
Ross Zafonte
UNDA $999
Anonymous
2000 Thousand Realty Associates
Danielle Adams
Kathryn Ahern
Maureen & George Allman
Marly Anselme
Jon Arbaugh
Leah Arteaga
Kyrile Avery
Shelley Ayervais
B.GOOD
Martha Bailey
Steve Bailey
Bob Baker
Mark Baldwin
Casey Ballin
Guardia Banister
Amber Barufa
Tucker Ben
Anne Benaquist
Thomas Bentley
Nanci Bergamo
Nick Blanchette
Blue Hills Bank Foundation
Marie & Chris Bohane
Allison Bosse
Alison Bridgman
Cynthia Brown
Allison Buckley & James Reilly
Amy Burke
Elizabeth & Mark Burnett
Donald Burnham
Steven Cantor
Iris Carbonel
Lisa Carter
Sarah Caruthers
Judith C. Casey
Renesa Ciampa
Connor Cirillo
Julien Clement
Matthew Coley
Casey Collins
Judy & Jack Connor
Maggie Cook
Shawn Cormier
Sarah Coulter
Grace Curley
Diane Dacey
Courtney Dagher
Shawn Dahlstrom
Dianne & Richard Dana
Jenna & Michael DiMaggio
Robert Doak
Joseph & Nancy Doherty
Joseph Doherty
Mr. & Mrs. Jack & Bonnie Donohue
Patrick Donovan
Mike Donn
Steve Driccoll
Alexandra C. Dubois
Erin Duggan-Lynch
Janet M. Dunne
Lisa Edwards
Virginia Elliott
Barbara & William Evans
Anne Farrington
Helen Fits
Hannah Fleishman
Christian Flynn
Jill & Michael Fotiades
Cypress Frankenfeld
Judith & Leonard Freedberg
David Frisbie
Zachary Friss
Jonathan & Frances Gabriel
Tim Galvin
Kevin Gayle
Kelsey Gernert
Dr. Joe Giacino
Joycl Giambrone
Dana Gill
Give with Liberty
Josh Good
Kristen Granara
Jamal Grant
Eryka Greaves
Caroline Grimes
Kevin Grondin
Adriti Gulati
Kohar Gumusyan
Lizzy Guyton
Charles Hall
Helen Hamel
John Hamilton
Todd Hamilton
Margaret Hanks
Kate Hannigan
The Hartney Family
Liam Harwood
Carol & Tom Haskell
Alexandrea Hassell
Gardi P. Hauck
Robin Hennessy
Brent Henry
Leslie Herd
Hannah Hoar
Daniel Hore
William Hughes
Jacqueline Huid
Johny Jacques
Ashley Jeffress
David Jellinek
Hannah Jellinek
Deb Joelson
Steve Jones
MaryEllen & Blake Jordan
Mitchell Katz
Erika Keane
Matt Kelley
Thommasine Kennedy
Catherine Kennedy
Nazli Kfoury
Hannah Kieval
Brian Krainer
Santhosh Kumar
Chris Landers
Ceri Landrum
Sarah & Matthew Lapides
Christopher Lentner
Martha & Ted Lepcio
Charlene & Peter Levangie
Suzanne Levine
Jeff Levinson
Jennifer Lin
Leo Lin
Mike Linnane
Ling Lu
Karen Luckraft
Mark Lund
Ariel Luque
Mary MacAdam
Sal Malafonte
Julie Malone
Linda & Peter Manning
Maureen & Peter Maryott
Adrienne McAllister
Joseph McCall
Molly McCann
Meghan McClafferty
Wanda McClain
McConnell Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. John & Suzanne McCormick
Scott McDermott
Francis McDonald
Mary McGuire
Kari McHugh
Michael McVay
Lindsey Merrill
Mark Metcalf
Gordon & Donna Meyer
Christopher Miller
Sarah Mongan & Jeff Nadeau
Jane Mullowney
Nancy & Bill Murphy
Nancy Myers
Katie & Lou Nagy
Diane & Mark Nardi
Francis O'dicus
Carol Negus
Melissa Oblendra
Patricia & James O'Brien
Jane O'Banion
Linda O'Connor
Kevin O'Connor
Patrick O'Gara
Jake O'Malley
Nicolette Ondracek
Ernest Park
Brandon Peapler
Donnell Penn
Matt Perrotti
James A. Peterson
Sharon Pineault-Burke
Alison Rabashnuk
John Ragnoni
Tabitha Redding
Joshua Reed
Maureen Reeves
Sam Reifman-Packett
James Regan
Julie Rez
Brandon Rodgers
Karina Rodriguez
Julia Romano
Nancy Rotter
Chris Ryan
MARC & Carrie Saint Louis
Barbara Santanowicz
Kyle Santanowicz
Bill & Marie Schlag
Dylan Sellberg
Courtney Sembler
Emily Shamieh
Scott M. Siegler
Charles Smith
Priscilla Smith
Kisha Smith
Kimberly Sousa
Rodrigo Souto
Patricia Starfield
Raymond Stenson
Gregory Stoddard
Gabrielle Thomas
Harrison Tross
Justin Unger
Isabella Valentini
Eaton Vance
Anthony Verdille
Allison Volpe
Acacia Walker & Morgan Weinstein
Debra Wallbridge
Flora Wang
Whitney & Chris Ward
Ryan Ward
Suzi & Bill Weber
Faith Weiner
Anne Welch-Cameron
Chris Wheeler
Molly White
Lisa Wieland
Michael Wilmot
Randall Wilmot
Adam Yasan
Jack Yunits
Charles Zheng
Darren Zinner
Mark Znutas
IN KIND
Anonymous
Danielle Adams
Andersen Tax
Avalon at Chestnut Hill
B.GOOD
Sharon Barrett
Rita Berkeley
Marie & Chris Bohane
Lisa Brennan
Mollie Browne
Reed Bundy & Kelly Fanning
Ciampa Creative
City of Boston
The Connors Family
Jamie & Kevin Connors
Lee & Caroline Counselman
Erica Cusack
Richard & Dianne Dana
Bob Ditter
Darren & Carrie Donovan
Alison Douglass
Maggie Evans
Nancy Ferraro
Fidelity Management Trust Company
Tim Galvin
Goodwin
Group III International, Ltd.
Danielle Halderman
Heather & David Hoffmann
Susan Horan
Amber Iannazzo
PEAK Event Services
Jennifer & Patrick Petrillo
Steve Popeo & Michaela McMahon Popeo
Alison Quandt Westgate
Kully Reardon
Reebok
Roche Brothers
RSM
Molly & Bill Sellers
Susan Sheehan Daley
Lisa Strobel
Steve Tordone
Acacia Walker & Morgan Weinstein
Desiree Walsh
Jessica Waters
Kim Wendall
Geoff & Lindsay Wilkinson
Leslie Wilmot
Kristen Winkoff
Winston Flowers
Sarah Zaphiris
Mary & James McDermott
Francis McDonald
Martha McMahon
Sharon & Brian McNally
Gordon & Donna Meyer
Elizabeth Moran
Julie & Brian Mulvey
Cherie L. Myatt & Michael Brazis
Cynthia & Mitchell Neider
Suzanne & Jack Norris
Kara O'Keefe
PEAK Event Services
Jennifer & Patrick Petrillo
Steve Popeo & Michaela McMahon Popeo
Alison Quandt Westgate
Kully Reardon
Reebok
Roche Brothers
RSM
Molly & Bill Sellers
Susan Sheehan Daley
Lisa Strobel
Steve Tordone
Acacia Walker & Morgan Weinstein
Desiree Walsh
Jessica Waters
Kim Wendall
Geoff & Lindsay Wilkinson
Leslie Wilmot
Kristen Winkoff
Winston Flowers
Sarah Zaphiris
Experience the full report online:
campharborview.org/2019